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Abstract—The emerging trend towards distributed (cloud)
systems (DS) has widely arrived whether in the automotive,
public or the financial sector, but the execution of services of
heterogeneous service providers is exposed to several risks. Beside
hardware/software faults or cyber attacks that can influence the
correctness of the system, fraud is also an issue. In such case
it is not only important to verify the correctness of the system,
but also have evidence which component and participant behaves
faulty. This makes it possible, e.g. to claim for compensation after
systems’ execution but also to assure information for verification
can be trusted. The main goal of our research is to assure the
monitoring of DS based on auditable information. We follow
a decentralized monitoring strategy and envision a distributed
monitoring approach of system properties based on distributed
logic programs that consider auditability. The expected contribution of this work is to establish with the application of our
framework the mutual trust of distributed parties, as well as
trust of clients in the systems execution. We showcase our ideas
on a DS for booking services with unmanned air vehicles.
Index Terms—Runtime monitoring, distributed systems, cloud
systems, auditability, accountability

I. I NTRODUCTION
Distributed systems (DS) have become omnipresent and
find applications in, e.g. the automotive domain considering Vehicle-To-Vehicle communication [16], as distributed
payment systems [24] or for the collaborative training of
machine learning models in the e-government sector [7]. DS
are prone to hardware or software errors, network failures,
as well as cyber-attacks, that change the configuration of a
system, its database and modify, delay or produce additional
messages sent between system components [21]. Especially,
when components are distributed over different organizational
domains and maintained by distinct providers, it is difficult
to assure that a system meets its specification when executed
systems code is not accessible and fraudulent parties might
have an incentive to cheat.
One approach to verify that a DS execution is conformant
to its specification, is to monitor the system during runtime.
Runtime verification (RV) [8] is applied in general, when the
system models are not given or the states are too complex
(state explosion) to perform exhaustive testing. In RV a
monitor receives a property specification (mostly in temporal
logics) and verifies the validity of the property given a set of
system actions provided at runtime (usually an event trace). On
the one hand, it is important to assure the correct execution of
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such a system, on the other hand one needs to have convincing
evidence which component is faulty. For instance a provider
of a flight booking service might decline having received a
payment by a travel agency. Here it is necessary to have
evidence in hindsight to claim compensation for incorrect
behaviour, but also at the time of system processing to mitigate
resulting damage (e.g. to the customer). This is especially
important in safety and security-critical applications. In this
regard, accountability of parties is required, which is described
in [11] as a property of a system where an internal or external
party is supposed “[...] to blame protocol participants in case
of misbehaviour”. A misbehaviour can be considered when a
desired goal in the system is not met, e.g. as in the previous
example when a party claims having received information
that is different from sent information. In this paper we are
focusing on auditability, what in contrast does not require the
blaming part, it is defined as following [11]: a system is ”[...]
auditable, if at any audit point, an impartial judge is satisfied
with the evidence produced by the [system]”. We consider a
DS is auditable, if every participant and also external observer
are able to verify whether a property of the system is valid or
not.
While many works do exist for the RV of DS, as e.g. [3, 9],
only a few approaches are addressing auditability of processed
events. Auditability is required also for monitoring to assure
that the reasoned verdicts are correct. The primary building
blocks for an auditable system incorporate an append-only
tamper-proof ledger, to avoid repudiation of committed actions
and a verification mechanism to detect changes of logged data
[12]. The combination of monitoring in large-scale DS, timeconsuming auditing mechanisms and logging transactions can
create a considerable overhead. For now papers that consider
auditability rely on distributed ledgers and regard mostly
not scalable applications such as supply chain workflows
as well have a complex deployment [25, 18]. We consider
that a framework is required to deal with: (1) A distributed
system consisting of black box components, (2) Enforcement
of security (e.g. authorization) and workflow properties, (3)
Identification of the responsible parties when a property is
violated and a system execution that can be reviewed later by
an external party, and (4) A large number of transactions in
the DS. In this paper we intend to discuss an approach towards
a framework that captures the aforementioned demands.
II. U SE C ASE
We motivate our approach with a use case from the
RTAPHM project [19]. Unmanned air vehicles (UAVs) have

Fig. 1. Distributed booking system for UAVs

gained high popularity in the last few years, their applications
range from cargo transportation, to search-and-rescue operations or environmental monitoring [23]. We consider as an
example a distributed platform for scheduling UAVs for the
delivery of a specific type of cargo, namely organs [10]. It
consists of heterogeneous web service components (s. Figure
1), hosted by different providers: the Service Broker (SB)
for checking the correctness and authorization of requests,
the Multi-Resource-Manager (MRM) for managing available
resources, as well as the Drone Operator (DO) for executing
services. Further it consists of personnel responsible for the
preparation of UAVs for the flights, different kind of drones
and trivially users that send service requests and confirm
booking options. In a fault free scenario a user requests an
organ transport from destination A to destination B; the SB
checks the request and forwards it to the MRM to determine
an available UAV, as well as assets as transport boxes, and
personnel to meet the request constraints (e.g. as delivery-time,
organ size). The user receives as a response a set of booking
options together with prices. After he has selected one option
the request turns into a mission, the personnel is triggered to
prepare the drone. If the preparation is completed, the DO
receives a ready-to-fly (RTF) request to launch the drone.
We assume a specification is given, in terms of which
APIs the system components have and which communication
workflows in the distributed platform are allowed. In presence
of a faulty behaviour, we consider, e.g. the following cases
that can occur in the system:
1) An attacker is passing artificial RTFs to DO to launch
UAVs. The DO schedules a UAV without a request by
the user, because the DO’s security mechanism is faulty.
2) An RTF-message is sent delayed to the DO due to a
hardware fault at MRM, as a consequence the organ is
damaged.
If the presented DS is auditable and related properties are
monitored it is possible to detect that no party has received any
booking and that therefore the RTF message is malicious. This
makes it possible to blame DO for its malfunction and at the
same time reason about the system with verifiable information.
III. S TATE - OF - THE -A RT
This section gives a brief summary of related work covering
the runtime monitoring of distributed systems in connection of
auditable execution.
In the business process management domain [18] has applied blockchain for a choreography based RV of business
processes to penalize system participants when they behave

faulty or justify a payment for work done to achieve a business
goal. Their approach cannot enforce policies and is limited to
business processes and applications on special domains like
logistics or banking because it is not scalable.
Another approach [1] is focusing on the detection of Byzantine faults based on an auditing protocol using local tamperproof logs. The idea is that all components do locally log all
sent and received messages and the application events, replay
the execution of other components and compare the logs to
detect deviations. Their approach assumes that components
behaviour is determinstic and it does not require a specification
given, but requires shared component code across the system,
what is problematic in a DS with parties of distinct domains.
The authors of [12] discuss requirements and present building
blocks to make cloud services auditable, but the performance
of such a framework that uses this mechanisms is unclear and
auditing is considered to be done after systems execution.
Our work is based on the concept presented in [7] for
accountable collaborative training of machine learning models,
but the difference is that auditing is performed after training of
the model and not at runtime in contrast to what is envisioned
in our approach.
Some other work is limited to monitoring business process
using Blockchain [25]. Their approach is not scalable, why it
supports only use cases related to supply chains.
IV. R ESEARCH Q UESTIONS
Studying the existing work and considering our
requirements this leads us to the main research question we
want to answer: How can we make distributed systems
auditable?
On a finer level we state the following research questions:
• RQ1. Given a DS and its specification, how can we
automatically and application-independently make DS
auditable? The approach to assure that a DS execution is auditable should be application-independent and
not require parties to implement their own monitoring
solution, but rather to have a specification from which
the monitoring system that provides the auditability is
automatically derived.
• RQ2. What is the performance impact (i.e. request
delay, throughput) when we perform monitoring of
system properties based on auditable information
during runtime synchronously? It is unclear which
performance impact it yields when applying monitoring
with auditable events at runtime, and not as usual, after
system execution. We consider to research this for the
case the system execution is halted for the auditing
process.
• RQ3. How resource intensive (CPU, storage) is the
monitoring of system properties based on auditable
information during runtime? Similar as stated in RQ2,
a runtime monitoring that considers auditability requires
processing capabilities that might have an impact on the
deployment of the monitoring solution.

V. A PPROACH
Our approach has a connection to the Open Policy Agent
(OPA) [17], an authorization framework, that allows to specify
policies in a declarative way that are decoupled from code and
enforce those in a DS, primary cloud native environments. We
want to extend OPA to take auditability of processed events
at runtime as well as after the systems execution into account.
To achieve this we consider to use a distributed monitoring
architecture as shown in Figure 2, where 1) a monitor is
attached to each system component, which logs relevant
components information (e.g. ingoing/outgoing messages) in
a scalable common log tamper-proof and undeniable, and 2)
it can exchange events with other components and monitor
properties based on this recorded information. A third party
can access the recorded information in the common log to
reason about the systems state. A monitor can operate in two
different ways: it can verify a property without blocking the
execution (“Trust, then Verify”-manner), or it verifies first that
a system is in a correct state wrt. the observed event (“Verify,
then trust”).
Further, each monitor receives a set of properties to be
monitored. We consider to have such a decentralized monitor
setup to avoid a single point of failure (SPOF) and to reduce
the data flow between a component and the log, since not all 1
observed information is to be sent to a central monitoring unit 2
3
but rather only verdicts. This is similar to choreography-based 4
RV [2].
5
To enable the monitoring of properties considering the 6
7
presented architecture we need to execute following steps:
8
1) Identification of a language to specify the systems events 9
10
and properties that incorporate principals identities
11
2) Identification and evaluation of different approaches for 12
auditing events at runtime
3) Examine an approach to automatically generate monitors
for auditing events based on the results from previous
steps
4) Identification and evaluation of integrating secure logging solutions considering scaliabality in our approach
We describe the steps in the following:
(*Step 1) In the first step a specification language is
required to specify the to monitorable properties. Using this
language one should be able to incorporate principals identity
information, to express individual claims. We have initially
selected a language based on the declarative, rule-based logic
programming language Datalog [4]. Our specification is based
on the idea of the attestation logic Cyberlogic [20] that
considers principal information in a claim and assumes to
have a PKI infrastructure given. We have selected a datalog
based specification language due to the following reasons:
1) it has been proven to be suitable for the specification of
invariants in distributed systems [5], 2) rule based languages
are considered as intuitive for specifying policies as shown in
[5] or by Rego as used in OPA. Using this language we can
model the components/principals’ knowledge about its state

Fig. 2. Monitoring architecture based on auditable events for the distributed
UAV booking use case

in the way “principal attests claim”. For instance,
consider Listing 1 that specifies a set of rules that are based on
such facts to detect an incorrectly submitted RTF (property 2).
The first and the second rule indicate that booking and RTF
information is derived from a request.
’DO’ attests ready_to_fly(Id,T,C) :’DO’ attests postRequest(’\ready_to_fly’,Id,T,C).
’SB’ attests booking(Id,T,C) :’SB’ attests postRequest(’\booking_request’,Id,T,C).
exists_booking_before(Id,End,C) :’SB’ attests booking(Id,T,C), T < End.
forbidden(Id):not exists_booking_before(Id,T,C1),
’DO’ attests ready_to_fly(Id,T,C2).
Listing 1. Specification of property 2 with datalog-based rules for the
detection of incorrectly submitted RTF requests

The parameter Id relates to a specific booking session, while
T is the timestamp and C the data provided in the request.
(*Step 2) Having a specification of a property to be monitored, one needs to develop a monitoring solution that assures
the integrity of the provided data at runtime. We consider two
necessary mechanisms for this:
Signing: All parties are part of a public key infrastructure
[14]. Similar to the approach in [15], a sent message is signed
with the principals private key, and decoded by using its public
key, to know the origin of the message.
Proof search: When a party1 sends a message to party2,
beside using a signed message with the sender’s private key,
party2 checks for the justification of the event. For instance, if
MRM sends an RTF to the DO, it has to be checked whether
there is some justification for the RTF message in terms of
a booking confirmation and a service request. The evidence
can be provided by a common log, or by the sender. The
performance is to be investigated of both approaches.
(*Step 3) Given a formal specification of the properties
that should be verified in the language of step1, the goal is
automatically to generate monitors to enable auditing (step2)

to avoid writing manually a monitor for each component.
Given a datalog specification, we consider to have as the input
specification rules for the whole system, and as the output a
subset of such rules for each monitor.
(*Step 4) A logging mechanism is required to enable that all
system events are tamper-proof and undeniable, so that they
can also be reviewed after execution. Secure storage solutions
based on distributed ledgers (DL) as hyperledger [13] exist,
but also centralized as Trillian [22], which is more scalable
and requires less resources than DL. Nevertheless centralized
ledgers pose a SPOF. Auditing of the secure log itself is then
required to avoid that the log presents a record to different
principals differently. The performance is to be evaluated,
since stored information at each log has to be compared, when,
e.g. several centralized logs are deployed in parallel.

a feasible solution? (2) How to determine the order of events,
when no global clock is considered? Also organizational
challenges have to be considered: (1) Trust is required that a
party agrees launching a monitor and communication is logged
correctly and (2) information processed by a component could
be confidential, and only accessible by authorized components;
this can make it impossible to construct a proof tree for an
event. Nevertheless, we believe that further successful research
and implementation of our ideas will establish trust between
parties in DS but also of users in cloud systems and contribute
to the security and safety in the distributed systems’ execution.
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